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Abstract

Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) at middle latitudes have received increased attention after reported power-grid dis-

ruptions due to geomagnetic disturbances. However, quantifying the risk to the electric power grid at middle latitudes is

difficult without understanding how the GIC sensors respond to geomagnetic activity on a daily basis. Therefore, in this study

the question “Do measured GICs have distinguishable and quantifiable long- and short-period characteristics?” is addressed.

The study focuses on the long-term variability of measured GIC, and establishes the extent to which the variability relates to

quiet-time geomagnetic activity. GIC quiet-day curves (QDCs) are computed from measured data for each GIC node, covering

all four seasons, and then compared with the seasonal variability of Thermosphere-Ionosphere- Electrodynamics General Cir-

culation Model (TIE-GCM)-simulated neutral wind and height-integrated current density. The results show strong evidence

that the middle-latitude nodes routinely respond to the tidal-driven Sq variation, with a local time and seasonal dependence

on the the direction of the ionospheric currents, which is specific to each node. The strong dependence of GICs on the Sq

currents demonstrates that the GIC QDCs may be employed as a robust baseline from which to quantify the significance of

GICs during geomagnetically active times and to isolate those variations to study independently. The QDC-based significance

score computed in this study provides power utilities with a node-specific measure of the geomagnetic significance of a given

GIC observation. Finally, this study shows that the power grid acts as a giant sensor that may detect ionospheric current

systems.
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Key Points:15

• Quiet-time GIC at middle latitudes follows a diurnal and annual cycle with quan-16

tifiable variability.17

• Middle-latitude GIC observations are sensitive to quiet-time magnetic perturba-18

tions associated with the Sq current.19

• GIC QDCs provide a robust baseline for significance analysis of GICs during ge-20

omagnetically disturbed times.21
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Abstract22

Geomagnetically induced current (GIC)s at middle latitudes have received increased at-23

tention after reported power-grid disruptions due to geomagnetic disturbances. However,24

quantifying the risk to the electric power grid at middle latitudes is difficult without un-25

derstanding how the GIC sensors respond to geomagnetic activity on a daily basis. There-26

fore, in this study the question “Do measured GICs have distinguishable and quantifi-27

able long- and short-period characteristics?” is addressed. The study focuses on the long-28

term variability of measured GIC, and establishes the extent to which the variability re-29

lates to quiet-time geomagnetic activity. GIC quiet-day curves (QDC)s are computed30

from measured data for each GIC node, covering all four seasons, and then compared31

with the seasonal variability of Thermosphere-Ionosphere- Electrodynamics General Cir-32

culation Model (TIE-GCM)-simulated neutral wind and height-integrated current den-33

sity. The results show strong evidence that the middle-latitude nodes routinely respond34

to the tidal-driven Sq variation, with a node-specific dependence upon the direction of35

the ionospheric currents. The strong dependence of the GIC on the Sq currents demon-36

strates that the GIC QDCs may be employed as a robust baseline from which to quan-37

tify the significance of GICs during geomagnetically active times and to isolate those vari-38

ations to study independently. The QDC-based significance score computed in this study39

provides power utilities with a node-specific measure of the geomagnetic significance of40

a given GIC observation. Finally, this study shows that the power grid acts a giant sen-41

sor which is sensitive to ionospheric current systems, even at middle latitudes.42

1 Introduction43

Solar storms result in an eruption of charged particles through flares and coronal44

mass ejections, which propagate through interplanetary space, and may eventually im-45

pact the Earth’s magnetosphere. Energy transfer from the solar wind to the magneto-46

sphere drives magnetospheric and ionospheric currents, and consequently, perturbations47

in the geomagnetic field. These geomagnetic field variations generate a surface geoelec-48

tric field via the electromagnetic induction process (Viljanen & Pirjola, 1994; Pirjola, 2000).49

The generation of these geoelectric fields occurs due to telluric currents flowing through50

the sub-surface structure of the Earth. When the impedance of naturally occurring sub-51

surface material (e.g., rock) is high, geomagnetically induced currents (GIC)s will pref-52

erentially flow through human-made conductors, such as power systems and pipelines,53

leading to disruption of the power systems. It is therefore necessary to understand how54

GICs respond to geomagnetic activity in order to mitigate risk due to GIC (Pulkkinen55

et al., 2005; Guillon et al., 2016).56

Water vapor and ozone absorption of solar radiation in the troposphere and strato-57

sphere results in upward propagating atmospheric tidal waves, leading to global-scale os-58

cillations with harmonic periods of a solar day (Chapman & Lindzen, 1970). These waves59

drive significant short-term variability in the neutral wind fields within the ionospheric60

dynamo region from 90 to 150 km (Miyahara & Ooishi, 1997). During quiet times, this61

variability is manifested in geomagnetic observations and is known as the solar quiet (Sq)62

variation (Graham, 1724b, 1724a; Stewart, 1882; van Sabben, 1964; Campbell & Mat-63

sushita, 1982; Campbell et al., 1993). The neutral wind field responds to the atmospheric64

tides, dragging the electrically conducting fluid through the Earth’s magnetic field in the65

dynamo region to generate electromotive forces via wind-dynamo theory (Richmond, 1979).66

The dynamo generates electric currents that manifest as two large-scale vortices centered67

at middle to low latitudes (below ∼ 60◦) - a counter-clockwise rotation in the north-68

ern hemisphere, and a clockwise rotation in the southern hemisphere - and are known69

as the Sq current.70

During strong storms, there have been reports of power-grid disturbance at mid-71

dle latitudes (Koen & Gaunt, 2002; Ngwira et al., 2008; Zois, 2013). Indeed, areas at mid-72
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Figure 1. Line plot of measured current flowing into a transformer on the U.S. west coast,

(b) SME, and (c) SMR vs time of year. The red shaded region indicates down time (see text for

details). The geomagnetic latitude of the station is given

dle and low latitudes previously considered to be low risk to GIC, have experienced dis-73

ruptions (Gaunt & Coetzee, 2007), and hence are an important factor when consider-74

ing the general hazard to the electric power grid (Pulkkinen et al., 2017). Understand-75

ing the risk leading to GIC at middle latitudes depends on the nature of the response76

to geomagnetic activity measured by GIC sensors, including the day-to-day variability77

which is important for establishing the baseline response.78

The question addressed in this study is whether the GIC nodes respond to the long-79

term, quiet-day oscillations, and to what extent the observed GIC response can be quan-80

tified. Quantifying the quiet-day component is important to distinguish the long-term81

variability from any short-term response, the latter of which may be due to elevated ge-82

omagnetic activity. By establishing the long-term baseline response, one can also quan-83

tify the significance of any short-term response and establish the relationship to geomag-84

netic activity.85

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the datasets and quiet-86

day curve classification criteria; Section 3 investigates the diurnal and annual variabil-87

ity of the GIC data and presents a comparison with Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics88

General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM) simulations of the neutral wind and height-integrated89

ionospheric current densities; Sections 5 and 6 discuss and conclude the paper.90

2 Data Preparation and Quiet-day Classification91

In this study, geomagnetic activity is specified by the SuperMAG auroral- electro-92

jet (SME) (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011) and ring-current (SMR) (Newell & Gjerloev, 2012)93

indices. SuperMAG is a worldwide collaboration of organizations and national agencies94

that operate hundreds of magnetometers, and provide access to a unified dataset and in-95

dices (Gjerloev, 2012). Quiet geomagnetic periods are classified as times where SME <96

100 nT and |SMR| < 15 nT. The GIC data provided for this study are transformer-97

level observations and part of the Sunburst network. The Electric Power Research In-98

stitute’s (EPRI’s) SUNBURST network program has proven to be an effective, organized99

approach for measuring, consolidating, and sharing data related to GIC (EPRI, 2018).100

–3–
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Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1 except for several nodes on the U.S. east coast.

A positive sign on the GIC current represents current flowing into transformers, and is101

measured at a cadence of 1 second. The names of individual nodes are excluded from102

this study for proprietary reasons, and instead, nodes are numbered in order of increas-103

ing magnetic latitude. The GIC nodes included in this study are located at magnetic lat-104

itudes between 40◦ and 50◦.105

Analysis of the GIC data revealed several periods in which the amplitude of cur-106

rent across multiple frequencies in the 1-50 mHz range were lower than other periods.107

In addition, sudden offsets with associated spikes in the data indicated non-geomagnetic-108

driven changes in the transformer operation. These periods were flagged as “downtime”109

and removed from the analysis. Figure 1 presents the GIC dataset from one US west-110

coast node, and illustrates a period of downtime by the shaded red region. Figure 2 il-111

lustrates the same data processing for several east-coast nodes. The difference in the time112

period in these two figures is a result of GIC data availability. For this study, data from113

Node 1 were available from August 2018 through October 2019, while data from Nodes114

2 to 7 were available from January 2018 through December 2018.115

–4–
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Figure 3. Example of the GIC QDC for Node 7 in July, 2018. The measured GIC is shown by

the grey trace. The median, 10th and 90th percentiles are shown in the first panel. The second

panel shows the log of the number of points included within each time interval.

The cleaned GIC data were averaged over 30-minute intervals for each day, and the116

same 30-minute interval from the preceding and superseding 10 days (i.e. 21-days of in-117

formation) were used to compute the percentiles. Several other time intervals and steps118

were considered, including shorter averaging intervals. The shorter periods resulted in119

more structure in time, but the variability observed was largely within error (not shown120

here). The 30-minute interval results in a smooth estimation over the course of a day,121

while the 10-day period provides sufficient points from which to make the estimate. Lit-122

tle improvement is gained by incorporating more days, while statistical significance is123

reduced by reducing the number of days. The same technique was used for each avail-124

able GIC node to produce a quiet-time curve (QDC) of measured current as a function125

of magnetic local time, and time of year. An example of the QDC technique applied to126

Node 7 for a period in July, 2018, is shown in Figure 3. The top panel shows the time127

of magnetic local time noon by the vertical dotted lines, the measured GIC in gray, and128

the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles by dashed, solid, and dashed lines, respectively. The129

bottom panel shows the logarithm of the number of valid points (matching the selection130

criteria). The high number of points confirms that the derived QDCs are statistically131

meaningful; the p-values were also found to be near zero, not shown here. A clear diur-132

nal variation is evident in Figure 3a, with a significant pre-noon MLT GIC peak, and133

much of the finer-scale variability bounded by the 10th/90th percentiles. An example134

of a period of heightened GIC variability is shown on July 28, just after 0 UT, as defined135

by the GIC exceeding the QDC threshold.136

3 Observations and Modeling137

Two quiet-day curve computations, utilizing the median-based QDC approach, are138

illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, for the nodes at magnetic latitudes 40.7 and 48.32, respec-139

tively. Each figure shows the binned value of (a) solar-zenith angle at the node location,140

and (b) the GIC QDC, with the binning conducted over the time of year and magnetic141

local time. The solar zenith angle (SZA) is representative of the source of energy, the142

solar heating of the thermosphere, which drives quiet-time variability at middle and low143

latitudes. The solar heating drives both the diurnal and semi-diurnal tides, with the to-144
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Figure 4. Node 1 (a) SZA vs time vs MLT and (b) GIC QDC

Figure 5. Node 7 (a) SZA vs time vs MLT and (b) GIC QDC

tal contribution from semi-diurnal tides dominating the heating in the lower ionosphere145

(Hagan et al., 2001). However, the phase of the semi-diurnal tides depends upon alti-146

tude, as the waves propagate away from the location of absorption. Hence, we do not147

look for a one-to-one agreement with SZA and GIC, but rather an observed change with148

season that implies the solar heating is the primary source of the observed variation.149

Figures 4 and 5 exhibit similar QDC distributions, with clear seasonal variability150

in the the GIC magnitude and daily variability. Note that Figure 4 covers the period Au-151

gust 2018 through October 2019, while Figure 5 covers January 2018 through Decem-152

ber 2018. In both figures, the peak-positive GIC occurs pre noon. Also evident in both153

figures is (a) a transition to negative GIC near 12 MLT, and (b) a negative to positive154

reversal at around 18 MLT. The differences in the time and structure of the GIC QDCs155

are addressed below. The observed variability in the GIC QDC appears to be semi-diurnal,156

though the peak amplitude appears to be diurnal in nature.157

–6–
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Figure 6. Binned value plot of (a) TIE-GCM-modeled meridonal neutral wind velocity (VN)

and (b) GIC QDC at Node 4. Each quantity is plotted versus time of year and magnetic local

time. Neutral winds from 100-120 km geometric height at model midpoints are considered.

The observed seasonal dependence of the GIC QDCs may match the Sq variabil-158

ity. In order to investigate this in detail, two year-long simulations using the TIE-GCM159

v2.0 model (Qian et al., 2014) were conducted for 2018 and 2019. The TIE-GCM is a160

self consistent numerical model of the thermosphere which includes the dynamics, en-161

ergetics and chemistry with a steady-state ionospheric electrodynamo in a realistic ge-162

omagnetic main field (Richmond et al., 1992; Qian et al., 2014). The model spans from163

approximately 97 km to 450 to 600 km, though the model uses log pressure Z = ln(p0/p)164

as the vertical coordinate with the reference pressure p0 set to p0 = 5×10−7 hPa, and165

hence varies with solar activity. The ionospheric electrodynamics are calculated in a mod-166

ified magnetic Apex coordinate system (Richmond, 1995). In this study, the model runs167

were conducted at 5-degree resolution, using a 60-second time step, constant F10.7 =168

71, Kp = 2.0, climatological GSWM diurnal and semi-diurnal migrating tides (Hagan169

et al., 2001), Heelis et al. (1982) high-latitude potential model, aurora parameterization170

enabled, an O-O+ collision factor of 1.5, electro-dynamo enabled, height-integrated and171

plasma pressure gradient currents enabled, and calculation of helium enabled. The model172

outputs were linearly interpolated to the location of each node for the analysis that fol-173

lows.174

Figure 6 displays the height-averaged (100-120 km geometric height at model mid-175

points) TIE-GCM-modeled meridional neutral wind and measured GIC QDC at Node176

4. In the NH winter months, the MLT-dependent transitions in the meridional wind cor-177

respond well with transitions in the GIC, albeit with some small differences. In the NH178

summer months, however, the early afternoon and dusk transitions occur at similar MLT179

(the 12-24 MLT sector), however the morning transitions in GIC exhibit more structure,180

including a peak in GIC, that is not associated with a negative meridional wind in the181

lower ionosphere.182

The tidal-driven wind-dynamo drives currents in the ionosphere leading to pertur-183

bations at the Earth’s surface (Richmond, 1979), which may drive the low amplitude GICs184

observed in Figure 6. The neutral winds vary in direction and magnitude as height in-185

creases into the dynamo region, and hence the average wind field may not capture com-186

bined effects leading to GIC in the power grid. Further, the differences in the observed187

–7–
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GIC at each location are likely a result of the complexity and orientation of the inter-188

connected power grid, and subsurface conductivity structure. Therefore, the contribu-189

tion to the GIC may be better analyzed by considering components of the height-integrated190

horizontal currents. The TIE-GCM model allows to compute height-integrated current191

densities Kqφ and Kqλ (Richmond, 1995), representing the east and north directions, re-192

spectively.193

A comparison between the TIE-GCM-modeled height-integrated horizontal cur-194

rent density and the measured GIC is presented in Figure 7 for five nodes. In order to195

account for potential differences in the aforementioned grid configuration and sub-surface196

conductivity structure, influence and orientation factors are introduced here. The height-197

integrated horizontal current Kq is computed from the following equation Kq = a(Kqφ)+198

b(Kqλ), with |a| + |b| = 1, and where a and b control the relative importance of the199

east-west and north-south components, respectively, as well as the direction (positive east200

and north). The introduction of these factors allows one to find a height-integrated iono-201

spheric current configuration which most closely matches the observed GIC, and hence202

determine the direction most likely to drive positive GICs at each node. The a and b are203

indicated for each node in Figure 7, and found numerically. The numerical solution min-204

imizes the mean-absolute error between the normalized GIC and Kq.205

Figure 7a presents Kq at Node 1, resolved to be positive in the south-west direc-206

tion (a = −0.13, b = −0.87), with 13 % contribution from the west current and 87 %207

from the south current; the corresponding GIC is shown in Figure 7b, and the absolute208

error of the normalized GIC and Kq is shown in Figure 7c. The general shape of the pos-209

itive Kq resembles the GIC from 9-24 MLT, with a narrow region of enhanced Kq in win-210

ter, and a wider region in the NH summer. In the summer-morning sector (0 –9 MLT),211

the agreement is not well aligned in MLT, with a noticeably wider region of positive Kq.212

The mean absolute error is 0.17.213

Figure 7d displays Kq at Node 2, resolved to be positive in the south-west direc-214

tion. In this case, the region of positive Kq generally matches that of the GIC in Fig-215

ure 7e, though there are some discrepancies between the extent in MLT of the Kq post216

dawn and in the early afternoon, with Kq again showing an earlier transitions in NH sum-217

mer.218

Figure 7g displays Kq at Node 4, resolved to be positive in the south-east direc-219

tion. Here, a near-equal (a = 0.52) east and (b = −0.48) south current contribution220

is used. The Kq transitions match those from the GIC in Figure 7h during the NH win-221

ter months, however in the summer months, the GIC exhibits more structure post dawn222

as seen by the strong positive absolute error in Figure 7i near 6 MLT. The discrepancy223

is similar to what was seen in Figure 6, and Figure 7c. The agreement between the Kq224

and GIC transitions is good from the pre-noon to dusk sector, with absolute error val-225

ues less than 1.226

Figure 7j displays Kq at Node 5, resolved to be positive in the south-west direc-227

tion. A 6% east current contribution is resolved (mostly meridional and similar to Node228

1). Similar to Figure 7a, the Kq transitions match those from the GIC in Figure 7k dur-229

ing the NH winter months, however in the summer months the MLT extent of Kq is larger230

and, in Figure 7l, a clear positive error near 6 MLT is observed.231

Finally, Figure 7m displays Kq at Node 7, resolved to be positive in the south-east232

direction. Similar to Figure 7g, nearly equal (a = 0.51) east and (b = −0.49) south233

current contributions are found to best align Kq and GIC. The agreement between Kq234

and GIC in Figure 7n is very good across all months, as borne out by the low absolute235

error values in Figure 7o, although the Kq does turn positive at a slightly earlier MLT236

than GIC in NH summer, and the negative Kq appears to be too strong for the observed237

GIC response.238
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Figure 7. Binned value plot of the height-integrated 1-D current density, GIC QDC, and the

absolute error between the normalized values of GIC and current density. The mean absolute

error is shown for each node. See text for details.

–9–
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In summary, Figure 7 illustrates a striking similarity between the height integrated239

currents and the GIC. A clear relationship is evident between the daily variability of the240

ionospheric currents and the GIC, and the variability in both throughout the year. The241

direction and magnitude of the zonal (east) and meridional (north) components are shown242

to be a critical factor determining the quiet-day response of these nodes. This directional243

dependence may also provide insight into how each GIC node may respond during ac-244

tive times. At nodes where meridional winds dominate the GIC (|a| << |b|), the MAE245

indicated that a northward directed wind may be not fully captured by the TIE-GCM246

model near 6 MLT and near summer; a region of negative GIC was routinely observed247

for each of these nodes in Figure 7. In the next section, the QDC-GIC values are em-248

ployed in an example event to demonstrate their value during geomagnetically active times.249

4 GIC During a Geomagnetically Active Period250

In this section, the quiet-time component of the GIC response is used to compute
a baselined GIC response, which contains only the active-time component. The baselined
GIC data are then used to infer the true impact of geomagnetic activity on the GIC re-
sponse for a specific period of time. The baselined GIC value is thus GICBL = GICobs−
QDC50, where GICobs are the observed GIC values, and QDC50 is the 50th percentile
of the QDC distribution. The significance is computed by way of a percentile-based inter-
percentile range (IPR) z score, defined in terms of the 10th or 90th percentile as follows

zIPR =

{
GICBL/δ90, if GICobs ≥ 0

GICBL/δ10, otherwise

where δ90 = QDC90 − QDC50 and δ10 = QDC50 − QDC10. The subscripts 10 and 90251

refer to the time-dependent 10th and 90th percentiles of the QDC distribution. The zIPR252

hence provides a robust measure of significance for either negative or positive GIC ob-253

servations, which reliably and repeatably isolates the GMD-related GIC.254

Figure 8 presents a moderate storm period in August 2018. Three events are high-255

lighted in Figure 8, in green, blue and red. The first event in green identifies a period256

of calm prior to the storm. The second event in blue highlights a sharp increase in dy-257

namic pressure, which is shown in Figure 8b. The third event in red highlights the sharp258

increase in SME, which is shown in Figure 8a, and an a period of high solar wind veloc-259

ity, as shown in Figure 8c. Figure 8d presents the observed GIC from Node 6 for this260

period, with the QDC 10, 50, and 90 percentiles over plotted. The baselined GIC val-261

ues are shown in Figure 8e, and the significance score is shown in Figure 8f.262

In Figure 8d the observed GIC exhibits peaks of ∼ 2A in events 1 and 3, and a263

negligible response to event 2. Figure 8d illustrates that the quiet-time component con-264

tributes ∼ 1A to GIC in event 1, and ∼ 0A in events 2 and 3. The baselined GIC GICBL265

in Figure 8e represents the active component of the GIC response, and illustrates that266

the active component contributes ∼ 1A to event 1, approximately 0.5A to event 2, and267

nearly the entire 2A to event 3. One can conclude that the GIC response observed in268

event 3 was due to enhanced geomagnetic activity. The significance of the GIC response,269

as it pertains to geomagnetic active time, is illustrated in Figure 8f. The z-score confirms270

that the variability in event 1 is much less significant (∼ 5) than event 2 (∼ 10), with271

regards to elevated geomagnetic activity.272

The significance scores for nodes 2 to 7 are presented together in Figure 9 for the273

same period of time. For each node, the significance is higher during event 3 than event274

1, revealing that enhanced geomagnetic activity is responsible for a significant response275

across all nodes. Interestingly, several nodes also show a significant response during event276

2, simultaneous with the increase in dynamic pressure. Although only a single period277

has been shown here, these results demonstrate that the QDCs are a powerful dataset278

from which quantify the impact of geomagnetic activity on the electric power grid.279

–10–
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Figure 8. Line plots of a moderate storm period, focused on Node 6, displaying (a) SME, (b)

Observed GIC, (c) QDC-baselined GIC, and (d) inter-percentile range z-score, versus UT. Two

events of interest are highlighted in green and blue.
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Figure 9. Line plots of SME and significance for Nodes 2 through 7. See text for details.
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5 Discussion280

The TIE-GCM simulations in Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the good agreement be-281

tween the tidal-driven Sq current and the observed quiet-day perturbations in the GIC282

detected at several transformer locations at middle latitudes. The identified dependence283

on the direction of the height-integrated horizontal currents provide a node-specific es-284

timate of the direction leading to positive GIC at each node location. The magnitude285

of the response exhibits a clear MLT dependence, which is important for accurately spec-286

ifying the effect of geomagnetic storms on GIC currents, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.287

A discrepancy between Kq and the quiet-day component of the GIC is identified288

in NH summer, near dawn for several nodes, where a positive Kq corresponds to a neg-289

ative quiet-day GIC; a transition to positive quiet-day GIC occurs later each morning.290

Given the orientation flags used (b < 0), this suggest that a period of stronger north-291

ward meridional winds may not be fully represented in the TIE-GCM model during NH292

summer, and in the post-dawn sector However, the overall good agreement between the293

Sq variation and the GICs supports the idea that the migrating tidal-driven perturba-294

tions in ionospheric currents are responsible for the quiet-time variability in the GICs.295

The dependence of each node on a particular orientation of the height integrated296

current density Kq, is consistent with the notion that information on the grid configu-297

ration is potentially as important as the GIC observations themselves. For instance, Nodes298

1 and 5 show similar seasonal variability and orientation flags, though Node 1 is located299

on the U.S. west coast at 40.7 deg MLAT, while Node 5 is located on the east coast at300

45.57 deg MLAT. Whereas Nodes 4 and 5 show very different seasonal variability, though301

both nodes are located on the east coast within 1 deg MLAT of each other. Indeed, past302

analysis of the GIC response at middle-latitude in New Zealand revealed different transformer-303

level GIC responses within the same substation (Mac Manus et al., 2017). The strong304

dependence on the orientation of the height-integrated currents presented here confirms305

the importance of the grid configuration in the GIC response.306

Since global geomagnetic disturbances comprise the quiet (Sq) and disturbance (Dst)307

components of the geomagnetic field, the good agreement between GICs and the Sq vari-308

ation suggests that the QDCs provide a suitable (Sq) baseline from which to define the309

significance of the observed GIC during active times, and hence a robust method to quan-310

tify the effects of geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) on the electric power grid. This method-311

ology was applied to investigate the GIC response during one time period, as shown in312

Figures 8 and 9. The analysis demonstrated that the largest, active-component GIC mea-313

sured during this period could be attributed to perturbations at 40 to 80 deg MLAT,314

demonstrating the capability to estimate the significance of geomagnetic activity on any315

observed GIC. The techniques applied to derive a QDC for the GIC may be applicable316

to any node, however, the specifics of the analysis with regards to Sq variation are most317

applicable to latitudes equatorward of the auroral region, and poleward of the equato-318

rial fountain.319

This section will conclude by noting several aspects of the current work which are320

useful for power utilities: (1) By defining the expected GIC behavior during quiet times,321

QDC’s provide a robust baseline which operators may use to ensure their GIC monitors322

are operating nominally, (2) Identification of the dominant ionospheric current direction323

leading to positive GIC at each node can help understand the risk to that node during324

an active event (theoretical or real, and provided the grid configuration is the same), (3)325

GIC modeling may be tested during quiet times, as we have a very good understanding326

of the geomagnetic drivers and the expected GIC response - this may help to improve327

GIC modeling during active times. (4) The significance score computed in this study pro-328

vides power utilities with a measure of the geomagnetic significance of a given GIC per-329

turbation, which could be applied in real time.330

–13–
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6 Conclusions331

In this study, GIC measurements from several middle-latitude nodes and Super-332

MAG geomagnetic indices were used to develop quiet-day curves for geomagnetically in-333

duced currents. The potential driver of the observed variability in each QDC was inves-334

tigated by employing the TIE-GCM model, leading to the following conclusions:335

1. Quiet-time GIC observations exhibit quantifiable variability that depends on mag-336

netic local time and season.337

2. The quiet-time GIC matches well with daily and seasonal changes in height-integrated338

horizontal currents above each node location, and hence are attributed to the Sq cur-339

rent system. The direction of the currents is an important factor in determining the im-340

pact of the ionospheric currents on any given GIC node. These results show that the power341

grid may be used as a giant sensor for ionospheric currents at middle latitudes.342

3. Given that GIC nodes respond to the quiet-time Sq variation, the GIC QDCs343

may be used as a robust baseline to define the significance of GIC measurements dur-344

ing geomagnetically disturbed times.345
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